Hazardous Wood Waste Review of Classification by the EA
Background
The Environment Agency have raised concerns with the classification of wood waste following
representations in relation to the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) about non WID compliant boilers
receiving mixed wood waste fuel, rather than purely Grade A wood (for wood gradings, please see
Wood Recycler’s Association Wood Gradings in Annex A or visit www.woodrecyclers.org). In addition,
the EA are looking to introduce new EU guidance under the WM3 rules which will be applied within
the next 12 months. This could mean that mixed wood waste loads could be classified as hazardous
unless front end assessment processes that are approved by the EA are applied and adhered to at all
wood processors, including skip companies, wood processors and Civic Amenity sites. The EA’s
objectives are:-

•
•
•

Waste wood should be properly classified at front end handling/processing during all ‘steps’
of the supply chain
Organisations handling, processing or receiving the waste wood must ensure they maintain
the classification
Wood handlers/processors need to ensure that the wood outputs are treated/used in
appropriate end markets

Current situation and next steps
The EA have selected Waste Wood as the first material to be reviewed and have engaged with the
Wood Recyclers Association (WRA) to lead the Wood sector response but ultimately, this has the
potential to be an industry wide issue applied to all waste materials e.g. a treated fence panel
deposited in green waste at a Civic Amenity site could then lead to the whole load being classified as
hazardous and therefore only being sent to an approved form of hazardous waste treatment such as
hazardous landfill. The implications are clearly significant in terms of additional handling, disposal and
operational costs to ensure compliance, along with the impact on reduced recycling rates
The WRA have fully engaged with the EA and NRW and, after several discussions, have agreed to set
up a small joint working party to take the following next steps with the EA:•
•
•
•
•

Review the description of Grade D (hazardous wood) to ensure transparency and clarity
PAS111 should be reviewed and updated
Ensure UK Waste Wood data is as robust as possible
Define and agree what is an acceptable de minimis level of Grade D wood
Identify what is best practice in terms of front-end assessment of Waste Wood and
management of mirror entry codes
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•

•

Review of whether a new regulatory positioning statement could be produced to
accommodate the compromise in approach to WM3 and processing of Grade D wood,
depending on the outcomes of the previous steps
Development of a Code of Practice to encompass all actors in the wood sector, including
Municipalities, waste management companies, skip operators, wood processors and end
users (PanelBoard and EfW/CHP)

As part of the review process, the WRA has engaged with and is leading on behalf of other industry
associations. They will provide regular updates as the situation develops but we feel that it would be
worth galvanising industry responses from all stakeholders at an early stage, in order to ensure the EA
fully appreciates the potential impact of their course of action.
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